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Like city miles versus 
highway miles on a car, 
weekends put heavier demands on a home’s 
outdoor spaces than weekdays do. Which is 
why many weekend warriors with second 
homes in Southern Georgian Bay have higher-
performing yards at their weekend retreats 
than at their homes in the city. It also explains 
why those who enjoy their retirement in this 
region are being more creative with their 
outdoor spaces than ever before.

Case in point: the mature property of 
Heather and Wayne Brassem near the base 
of Blue Mountain. The Brassems dreamed 
of transforming their weekend home into 
an oasis that would be ready for full-time 
living and future retirement. The Landmark 
Group was their choice to handle the design, 
construction and implementation. Landscape 
designer Matthew Civiero helped the 
owners enhance the property with not only 
a pool and fire pit, but a large cabana that is 
now the backdrop to their newly renovated 
property and has become the family’s year-

round entertainment destination. “We love 
it and never travel anywhere between the 
months of May and October,” says Heather. 

“We go beyond landscaping,” says 
Landmark’s Sales and Design Manager 
Darren Bosch. “We uncovered what Heather 
and Wayne really were aiming to achieve, 
and then crafted a master-plan vision for 
them through creative, cost-effective ideas 
not initially considered. In doing so, our aim 
is to enrich their lives by extending their 
living spaces outside, where they can retreat, 
recharge and reconnect with the natural 
beauty outdoors.”

Describes Wayne, “At night, the property 
takes on an entirely new complexion.” 
Landscape lighting casts a warm glow over 
the patio and walkways. Focus lighting 
illuminates the garden backdrop while 
dramatic down-lighting from up in the pines 
shines on the cascading water. The pool 
adds the finishing touches with underwater 
fluorescence available in a spectrum of colours 
to change the mood. 

 The organically-shaped vinyl pool 
is rimmed with natural flagstone 
coping. It is heated via solar panels 
installed on the cabana roof. A 
blend of granite armour stone and 
weathered boulders retain the soil 
and create the feel of the natural 
surrounding terrain. 

 A custom multi-tier waterfall was 
integrated into the setting, taking 
advantage of the higher grade behind 
the pool. 

Outside the cabana is a wood-
beam, open-roofed overhang 
complete with plumbed wet bar, 
outdoor fridge and icemaker. The 
adjacent sun deck has seating 
for an outdoor lounge.

 The home’s large, triangular-shaped 
lot allowed for the construction at the 
rear of the property of a cabana that 
serves as an entertaining and spa-like 
space for guests, with a spacious 
common area, change room, three-
piece bathroom, plus a full nine-foot 
basement. Landmark navigated the 
requirements from the local town 
on the owner’s behalf to receive 
appropriate permitting. Working 
with the owners’ conceptual layout, 
the team coordinated architectural 
plans for the cabana and oversaw the 
full interior and exterior details. The 
Landmark Group brought their in-house 
construction expertise to the project, 
ensuring fine craftsmanship and 
finishing details for the entire structure. 
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A fire pil lar lights the steps 
of the cabana and adds 
ambient glow.

 An existing lawn area was 
maintained and is accessed by 
stepping up six natural stone 
steps from the patio. A storage 
shed holds pool equipment, yard 
maintenance and sporting goods.

 The expansive paving-stone patio connecting all the aspects of the 
yard is inlaid with large, natural stones. Low-maintenance planting beds 
surround the patio with native, heat-tolerant plant material. This planting 
strategy, coupled with the established trees, meant that the property 
would require minimal maintenance and an irrigation system would be 
unnecessary.  OH

 To extend the family’s time outdoors, they 
can now enjoy a secluded, sunken gas fire pit 
situated between the house and the cabana. The 
family wanted to keep as much of the mature 
existing coniferous and deciduous trees on 
the grounds as possible. Landmark crafted a 
design that maintained the existing grades for 
the trees while creating new functional spaces 
around them.

27 years custom home building experience  x  licensed general contractor  
custom homes, renovations, additions  x  quality workmanship, sound construction
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